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When circumstances leave her with little choice but to volunteer for the Interstellar Bride Program,

Hannah Johnson finds herself matched with not one but two mates. Her soon-to-be husbands are

warriors of the planet Prillon, a world whose men are known far and wide for their prowess both in

battle and in bed.Following her transport to a starship halfway across the galaxy, Hannah awakens

in the presence of Zane Deston, the huge, fiercely handsome commander of the Prillon fleet. After

informing her that she is now his mate, as well as the mate of his second, Zane takes it upon

himself to supervise as Hannah is thoroughly examined. Her failure to properly cooperate with the

shipâ€™s doctor earns her a painful, embarrassing spanking, but it is her bodyâ€™s response to the

exam which truly leaves her blushing.Though Hannah is shocked by the prospect of being shared

by Zane and his second, the equally handsome warrior Dare, she cannot hide her arousal as her

two dominant mates take their time in mastering her body. As the day of the claiming ceremony

approaches, Hannah begins to long for the moment when Zane and Dare will make her fully theirs,

but can she risk giving her heart to men who might die in battle any day?Publisherâ€™s Note: Mated

to the Warriors is a stand-alone book set in the same world as Assigned a Mate. It is an erotic

romance novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes, medical play, and more. If such material

offends you, please donâ€™t buy this book.
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I'M SO LOVING GRACE GOODWIN!!! This is the 2nd book of the Interstellar Bride Program and I

have to say that this series is AWESOME!! This book we meet Zane, Harrah and Dare and again,

the chemistry is super H-O-T!! If you love hot menages with amazing characters you'll love to cheer

for, by all means, this story is for you!! If you haven't read this series, starting with Assigned a Mate,

YOU'RE TOTALLY MISSING OUT!! THIS AUTHOR HAS OFFICIALLY BECOME A ONE-CLICK

FOR ME!!!

The book was predictable, the sex scenes were a bit overboard (I skipped much of the repeats)

what I had a real problem with & what bothered me the most, were the 'spankings.' Every time she

did not 'mind' or did not call them 'master' or 'sir' she was hit, i.e. 'spanked.' Afterwards she would

be told how they would not hurt her. Un-huh. She was not allowed to disagree while she was being

'trained.' Apparently total subjection by the wife was required by the 'mates.' That type of thing

sounds like what is happening right now in some current 7th century thinking countries.

I'm going to skip the synopsis and just go to what I loved about this book.1. 2 guys (duh)2. 1 guy is

a mega Dom, but holds back3. Guy number 2 is an Alpha who knows what he wants takes it.4. The

heroine isn't dumb or annoying5. BDSM well written6. Damaged hero7. Did I mention 2 hot, alpha

alien dudes?Seriously, I'm totally loving this new author and am devouring everything she puts out.

I just finished reading this book and I am breathless. The book is steamy hot, with believable

characters that move the storyline along at a good clip. Great action, terrific passion and actual love,

which was surprising. I wish I could volunteer for the Interstellar Bride Program...sign me up right

NOW!

Well I enjoyed, Zane and Dare. They sounded all Dominant, Alpha and just made submission seem

oh so sweet. I loved the intensity with which they wielded Hannah. I was interesting to see how she

tried denying for a minute but I was grateful when she gave that up. Great read steamy and sexy,

now who doesn't want A Prillion Warrior? :-)

This was an alien mating story where women blindly agreeing to mate and alien sight unseen and

leave Earth forever based on a mating agencies testing. The aliens are alpha male BDSM warriors

who want a woman to dominate. The women are well taken care of and well loved and this book



describes the sex scenes explicitly. If this is your cup of tea, it is worth reading.

Hannah is damaged in her dating life, but sells herself for her brother. Can she trust this match?

Zane didn't want a mate, but can he resist Hannah. Dare may seem like he's along for the ride, but

Hannah wins him over, but all is not happily ever after, yet.

The men on earth were not kind. At least the she one had been with. She was told she would have

one mate. They were wrong. She is lucky to have two. They will move planets to protect her. And

they almost have to. The three of them are very well matched.
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